Benefits of Kid Centric Homes
All of us as parent’s desire and hope to turn our children’s age into counting experience by giving
them the best upbringing. Giving them the opportunities and experiences, we lacked while
growing up.
We often assume that a school with good facilities, infrastructure and education are all that is
required, but what about the remaining 8-9 hours after school? The time usually wasted on
mobile phones, video games or television, hampering the growth by making the mind and body
stagnant.
Where we live is an important aspect that is often overlooked. The neighborhood &
infrastructure around is responsible to quite an extent in forming a holistic environment for the
child’s upbringing. Even if the infrastructure is available sometimes it’s not conducive enough
and If it’s a working couple it’s more difficult to manage time to take your kids for activities.
Keeping in view all these problems, we came up with the concept of Kid centric homes where
everything is available inside the complex.
At Ashiana Kid centric homes, we have multiple activities to keep your children engaged so that
they can utilize their after-school time productively & constructively.

5 pillars of kid centric homes:


International standard facilities & amenities.

The amenities at kid centric homes have been built to provide your children with opportunities
to explore multiple avenues. Open & green spaces for children to connect with nature, worldclass sports facilities like synthetic tennis courts including indoor badminton courts where
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children can play badminton irrespective of the weather. Skating rinks where your children will
learn to fall and succeed. Swimming pools, where children learn to overcome their fears. Children
who play sports are not only physically fitter & healthier, but also think quicker under pressure,
are creative & think out of the box. They develop the value of sportsmanship making it easier for
them to cope up in win-lose situations.
The highlight of amenities would be The Learning Hub, where multiple activities like music,
dance, theatre, art & craft, robotics, tuition classes etc. are provided for both mind and body
development of a child.
Research shows that there is only one thing common to all the successful CEO’s in the world, that
is, they all read. Therefore, we have gone ahead & created a reading hub. All children love to
read, what is missing the access to books that they like to read. Our Reading hub is stocked with
books appropriate for different ages of children, encourages children to develop a reading habit
early on so that they become more successful in their carriers.



Processes that encourage learning & development.

Experts like Hearth education advisors, a UK & Delhi based education consulting firm, who have
designed live & learn programme in 9 countries were consulted to design the live & learn
programme at Ashiana.
Specialised coaches & multiple activities which are the mix of a left brain & right brain, activity
such as dance music, theatre, art & crafts, spoken English etc.
Research shows that children who learn music early are more successful & also do well in
academics. Music and math are highly intertwined. By understanding beat, rhythm, and scales,
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children are learning how to divide, create fractions, and recognize the pattern. They also learn
how to think creatively which makes them a better performer at work.
Apart from these Special events, workshops & excursions are organised periodically.



Platform to nurture talents

Poets, Musician, Dancer, Sportsman or an All-rounder, each child has different skills and
aspiration. A platform to showcase their talent, develop confidence, team spirit and to motivate
spirit of competitiveness helps them to identify the talent within.
At Ashiana Kid-centric Homes we conduct various events where children perform dance, music,
skits and take part in competitions like Ashiana badminton competition, sit & draw competition
etc. The purpose of these events is to encourage the kids not only to perform on stage but also,
more importantly, to perform better in life.



Maintenance support.

The infrastructure & facilities are indeed world class, but they remain well maintained because
of the dedicated maintenance team of Ashiana. The maintenance team undergoes vigorous
training programmes and sessions like technical training, behavioural training & soft skill training
to be well aware of different aspects of maintenance.
They not only maintain the infrastructure well but also organise various events of the live & learn
programme, forming the backbone of Kid-centric homes.
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Inculcating Value

A parent loves to hear appreciation regarding the child’s grades, co-curricular activities, but a few
words added for good values boosts up the moment of happiness. Keeping this in mind, every
quarter we take 1 value as a theme & make it a part of all the activities.
Last quarter, Happiness all around was the theme value where kids shared their instances &
stories of how they made others happy. An NRI child learned to sing bhajans to make her Daadi
(grandmother) happy. All these simple little things can go a long way to make us a better human
being.

The amenities, activities come together to create a mahaul that fosters the physical, intellectual
& emotional growth of your kids to transform your children into well-rounded individuals. To
make them ready for the future, where they will be winners in the workplace and have diverse
& multiple interests.

We Invite all parents to visit & explore our Kid Centric Homes to see how it will make a difference
in your kid’s overall development.
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